Class Six: “How I Stand In The World”
The children turning twelve have arrived at the age of 'consequences'. For the first time we can reason with
them: “If you do this, then that will happen.” At this stage they can begin practising self-control and begin to
imagine into the outcomes of any deeds or behaviour. The students’ bodies are changing and, as these
changes occur, they must work, albeit unconsciously, with them. They must learn how to live in their bodies
in a new way. The movements of these twelve-year-olds begin to lose the natural rhythm and grace of the
younger child; the point of balance, attained over the preceding year, appears to be lost They become
'unskilled'; their growing bodies seem to be no longer in their control and can become awkward and clumsy.
Just as they must learn to move in a new way, adjusting to the body's new relationship to gravity, so the soul
must also adjust to its changing abode. More than ever at this point in their development the young people
must be given imaginative pictures and stories that speak to the higher aspects of their beings, they must be
inspired and they must be protected from feelings of hopelessness or inadequacy. It is at this stage, when the
soul connects itself more closely with the mechanism of the bony system, that we introduce the children to
new scientific subjects. In the Physics Main Lesson, through observation and experiment, the students will
investigate the mechanical laws that govern life and in the Geology Main Lesson, they will investigate the
'bones’ of the earth.
The task: To follow world evolution and to allow the child to experience what it meant to be a citizen of
Rome, at the height of its greatness. To be able to experience themselves as Romans: true, honest, fair and
brave; to experience themselves as an honourable part of the community, holding the good of the state above
all else. The founding of Rome, the expulsion of the last king and the founding of the Republic are studied
through biographies of the great Romans who put the needs of the city-state before their own. The students
can experience the Senate and the making of the laws and learn how our own systems of money,
government and justice are descendants of this ancient time. Movement is especially important in this year
and the opportunity to experience the movement of the Roman Army, marching to the breath and heart beat,
should not be over looked. Exercises from the original Olympic Games can also continue to be worked with.
Life in the Middle Ages follows the story of Rome. Amidst the hardship of daily life ran their stories of
valour and truth; the remembered link with the spirit pervaded the great romances of the time.
Story Curriculum:

Stories of Rome and Tales of Chivalry from the Middle Ages

Main Lessons:

History: Rome; Middle Ages
English: Descriptive Writing
Mathematics: Simple Interest; Algebra
Geography: The Pacific Basin;
Geology: The minerals of New Zealand
Science: Physics
Festivals

Other Lessons:

Art - Drawing, painting, crafts, mosaics
Music - Part and response singing, recorders
Drama - From a Main Lesson
Handwork - Designing own animal pattern and making it
Woodwork - Simple, functional designs made with awl and rasp
Gardening - composting, mulching, identifying seasonal growth
Maori

